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•  Editor of the S&A Short Report and

Advanced Income

•  Editor of the S&A Pro Trader, S&A's

most sophisticated options trading

research service

•  Editor of Growth Stock Wire, a free daily

e-letter which provides a pre-market

briefing on the best opportunities in the

global markets

 

Latest Free Articles

The One Precious Metal I'm Buying

Today

How to Pay for Your Morning Coffee

Why Gold Stocks Are the Best Income

Opportunity of 2013

Jeff Clark is the editor of the S&A Short Report, an investment advisory which

focuses on short-term options trading.  

 

A longtime S&A subscriber and Alliance member, Jeff joined Stansberry &

Associates in 2005 after retiring from his private money management business at

age 42. Not only is Jeff one of the best traders we've ever met, he is also one of the

most prolific editors on staff.

 

His flagship trading advisory, S&A Short Report, uses the same strategy Jeff has

been using since 1987, when he was managing money for around 100 of

California's wealthiest individuals.  

 

Since this service's launch, subscribers have had the opportunity to make triple-

digit gains over 50 times, and double-digit gains over 160 times. As a result of this

incredible track record, we've received literally hundreds of positive e-mails from

S&A Short Report subscribers.  

 

One reader told us he made $11,000 in two days following Jeff's recommendations.

Another said he'd made almost 100% in less than four hours. And one reader in

Chicago told us he made $7,000 in a single afternoon.

 

In addition to the S&A Short Report, Jeff is also the editor of Advanced Income –

which features one of the best income-generating strategies available. Using a

simple, conservative trading strategy he perfected while in the money

management business, Jeff shows Advanced Income subscribers how to make large

amounts of income – overnight, and throughout the year.  

 

As subscriber Ron C. in Pennsylvania told us of Jeff's work in this service, "My wife

and I have made roughly $22,000 in extra income in three months." And

subscriber Sam D. in Texas said, "I've been harvesting between $1,500 and $3,000

per month in income… I'll be quitting my current job, and I'll enjoy a full

retirement at age 43." 
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Jeff is also the editor of the S&A Pro Trader, our most sophisticated options

trading research service. The unique strategy used in this advisory letter is the

way Jeff trades his own money. And it's also how he was able to retire when he was

42 years old. Used by the best institutional traders in the world, Jeff's S&A Pro

Trader strategy allows you to potentially make money no matter what a stock does

– whether it goes up, down, or just stays the same. 

 

He is also the lead editor of S&A's free daily e-letter Growth Stock Wire, which

provides a pre-market briefing on the best trading opportunities in the global

markets.

 

Before joining S&A, Jeff was president and chief executive officer of an

independent, San Francisco-based brokerage house and private money

management firm. Jeff also served as a consultant to one of the country's largest

options market-making firms, developed the curricula for an international

Masters of Business Administration (MBA) program, and is the founder of an

investor education firm.
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